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Dedication

 To every soul that needs something to hold on to. 
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 summary

Amid relation 

Broken glass

Our Wayward Intellect 

I\'ll wait
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 Amid relation 

Last year, I admired wines. This, I'm wondering inside the red world

Last year, I gazed at the fire. This year I'm burnt kabob.

Love drove me down to the water, where I drunk the moon's reflection. 

Now I'm just a girl staring up totally lost with the thing itself.

I no longer long for love, look in my face. 

Soul drunk, heart washed away,

Just like a cat, I adopted this affection, 

it grew bolder, the noise I couldn't handle,

and the scratches on my skin, threw it through the window

Then again, when an owl lands on your shoulder, you put it down, 

it'll burn with rage,

Though the cat is already dead.

So I chose rage to love, I mean cat! For now how can I pick what ain't breathing!?
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 Broken glass

Don't tell me the moon is shining; show me the glint of light on broken glass.
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 Our Wayward Intellect 

 

Love hangs over mortal eyes, seen from the birth

And light in things divine. Full often too 

Our wayward intellect, the more we learn of love, it overlooks the author more 

From instrumental causes proud to draw 

But if it's word once teach us, shoot a ray

Through all the heart's dark chambers and reveal

In the pure fountain of love 

Has eyes indeed; and, viewing all she sees 

As meant to indicated God

That makes a minister in holy things
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 I\'ll wait

FAIREST and foremost of my life ??, that wait,

For you, as my most dignified and happiest state 

Whether we name you mine or love 

You are my chief grace below, and all in all above 

You are my powerful plea, a task I venture on 

You are an answered prayer with blest effects

So always bless me with your desires, 

Push me down with your gentle fires

Sooth me with your gift glories 

Greet me with your smiles

That I'd worship beneath the skies

Because you are what my heaven selected

And on every heaven day it'll deliver these before that time

Before that road map of your heart meets mine

To heal it and melt my chains away and crash the Atlas 

And that will be paradise,

And yes I'll wait, even for a thousand years I will 

For I know, I'm still yours

And I'm justly seated on the throne

Writing verses of you, my love, that will never fade 

Because you've made my love excel 
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